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Appendix 1.1: Stakeholder Groups 
 

Community Institutions and Long Island Environmental Organizations 
2/03/09        Friends of Edgewood Preserve (they also provided a tour on 2/17/09) 
2/10/09        Four Towns Civic Association1 
2/13/09         Long Island Greenbelt Trail Conference 
         Long Island Pine Barrens Society 
         Sierra Club, Long Island Chapter 
2/24/09        Citizens Campaign for the Environment 
2/26/09        Affiliated Brookhaven Civic Organizations 
         Brentwood Civic Association 
         Medford Taxpayers & Civic Association 
         PRONTO 
         George and Roberta Pettingill, residents of Dix Hills – not invited 
         Nicholas Zuba, legislative aide to Babylon Town Supervisor – not  
         invited 
         Matthew Ferdon, aide to Assemblyman Andrew Raia, 9th District – not 
         invited 
                             Angela Meyer, legislative aide to Senator John Flanagan, 2nd District  
                   not invited    
2/27/09        Brentwood Summit Council 
3/02/09        Islip Town Branch NAACP3/19/09          
                             Enrico Nardone, Executive Director, Seatuck Environmental                  
         Association, Islip 
 
Long Island Business and Planning Organizations 
2/13/09        Vision Long Island  
2/13/09        Heartland Business Center Long Island Association 
2/24/09        Long Island Association 
         Long Island Regional Planning Council 
 
Government Entities 
2/12/09        Pilgrim Psychiatric Center, NYS Office of Mental Health 
2/17/09        Suffolk County Planning Department 
2/18/09        US EPA-Region 2 
2/25/09        PANYNJ2 
2/27/09        Nassau County Planning Department 
 
Railroads and Other Interested Parties 
2/18/09         Kelvin MacKavanagh, (NJ Short Line Railroad Association, speaking as  
         consultant) 
                                                 
1 James Ptucha from Four Towns was ill the day we initially met with Laura Mansi. A phone conversation was held with him 
separately on 2/27/09, but it appears in the following pages along with the meeting notes from 2/10/09. 
2 The first meeting with the PANYNJ did not involve everyone who needed/desired to attend. A follow up meeting was held; the 
notes incorporate both discussions. 



2/18/09                William Galligan (E. of Hudson Rail Freight Task Force, speaking as subject  
         expert) 
2/19/09        Anacostia & Pacific 
2/19/09         Peter Cohen (Amtrak, but spoke as a former Conrail person) 
2/23/09        CSX  
2/26/09        NY & Atlantic Railway  
3/9/09        John McHugh (E. of Hudson Rail Freight Task Force, speaking as     
         subject expert) 
3/18/09        Norfolk Southern 
3/20/09        LIRR  
3/30/09        Ron Klempner, railroad consultant 
 
Carriers, Shippers, Warehousing 
2/10/09        NY Freight Users Association  
2/18/09        NYS Motor Truck Association  
2/19/09        NYPort Terminal Company  
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APPENDIX 5.0: ANALYSIS OF SITES FOR THE LONG ISLAND TRUCK/RAIL 

TRANSFER FACILITY 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Appendix 5 responds to one of the three major questions posed in Chapter 1; what are 
the appropriate locations for truck/rail transfer facilities on Long Island?  
 
This is accomplished in a two-step process. In the first step 13 sites, five that were 
identified in the DEIS for the Pilgrim State Hospital site plus eight that arose during the 
course of this Study, are screened in terms of five essential criteria pertaining to their 
locational and physical attributes; namely sufficient acreage, access to the LIRR and 
LIE, appropriate configuration and proximity to potential users of the facility. In the 
second step, the sites that satisfy the screening criteria are further analyzed in terms of 
their current use, opportunities for expanding transfer operations and linkages to 
warehousing, immediate surroundings and regulatory controls affecting development.  
 
The May 2007 Draft Environmental Impact Study (DEIS) for the Long Island Truck-Rail 
Intermodal Facility (LITRIM) identified 18 sites, in addition to Pilgrim State Hospital. This 
Study considers  eight of the 19 sites, including Pilgrim. The other 11 sites were 
eliminated for essentially the same reasons cited in the DEIS: insufficient land, 
unsuitability and inaccessibility to major truck routes and rail lines.  (See Table S-1, Site 
Selection Decision Matrix in the DEIS) 
 
Although three of the sites cited in the DEIS were rejected in this Study as full-fledged 
truck/rail transfer locations, they may have a role to play within a larger truck/rail 
system.  Even though the Garden City Team Track is presently under a moratorium for 
freight traffic, it could be reactivated as a small bulk handling facility as part of a larger 
truck/rail transfer system. Likewise, Pine Aire Terminal, now used by the New York and 
Atlantic Railway to store freight cars, could function as part of a transfer network. While 
the Heartland Business Center is not suitable as a transfer facility because it is already 
developed, its warehouses could be a valuable adjunct to a facility at Pilgrim if they 
were connected directly to it by rail sidings.    
 
Five sites from the DEIS were retained for analysis in this Study. 
 
Pilgrim State Hospital: The only site to satisfy all five selection criteria in the 2007 DEIS 
and a leading candidate for a truck/rail facility. 
 
MacArthur Airport: Expanded to include the Islip compost station to create a large site. 
 
Prima Asphalt/Pavco: Although rejected by the DEIS because of its insufficient size, this 
Study considers it large enough for truck/rail transfer operations. 
 



Brookhaven National Laboratory: The reason for rejecting this site in the DEIS, because 
it is not centrally located, is much less compelling in light of the Study’s research on the 
location of a transfer facility in relation to its potential users. 
 
Grumman Calverton: This site was retained for two reasons; the importance of Suffolk 
County in the market for a truck/rail transfer facility and the fact that the Town of 
Riverhead is studying the suitability of the site for economic development, including 
truck/rail transfer.  
 
 
Screening of Sites by Essential Criteria 
 
The five essential criteria employed to screen the 13 sites are almost the same as those 
used in the DEIS. The main changes are that in addition to east-west truck routes, 
north-south routes are considered and “central location” is redefined as “proximity to 
users of the facility”. The criteria are: 
 
Sufficient Land Available: Although truck/rail transfer facilities for handling bulk freight 
can be as small as a few acres, a major yard capable of handling a significant share of 
geographic Long Island’s truck-rail transfer bulk needs should be at least 15 to 20 
acres. An “intermodal” facility for transferring containerized freight between railcars and 
trucks would ideally be somewhat larger, on the order of 30 acres or more. For 
containers, larger yards and/or sites with developable space on-site or in the immediate 
vicinity are preferable as they permit expanded transfer operations, warehouses and 
buffering from nearby sensitive uses.  
 
Access to the Long Island Railroad (LIRR): This criterion refers to access to LIRR lines 
that carry freight. Ideally a freight-carrying rail line, a spur line or a siding should be 
directly adjacent to the site and there should be a minimum of grade crossings of 
significantly traveled roads between the LIRR and the site. 
 
Access to Truck Routes: The primary requirement is proximity to an east -west bound 
interchange of the Long Island Expressway (LIE), the main east-west route on the 
Island, or to the Sunrise Highway, or to separate east and west bound interchanges. 
Access by trucks to through north-south roads is also important. Access to the LIE or 
Sunrise should be on county through streets to minimize disruptions to residential 
neighborhoods. 
 
Suitability of the Site: Suitability refers to the functional appropriateness of a site for 
operating the truck/rail transfer facility, excluding the impact that it might have on its 
environment. A generally rectangular site with a long side along the rail line is preferable 
for truck/rail transfer operations and to enable trains to quickly clear the LIRR tracks. It 
should not present major physical obstacles to developing the transfer facility, such as 
highly uneven topography. 
 



Proximity to Users of the Facility: Even though a facility in central Suffolk County may 
be favorably located in regard to markets, research conducted for this Study concluded 
that one further to the east would also serve a significant customer base. For example, 
60% of the industrial space in the two counties is in Suffolk as is two-thirds of the 
commercial space proposed for development. 
 
Table 4-1 summarizes how the 13 sites measure up to the five screening criteria. Five 
of the sites were considered in the DEIS and eight were suggested by the Friends of the 
Edgewood-Oak Brook Plains State Preserve, the Suffolk County Planning Department 
and other sources. Eight of the 13 sites are east of the Pilgrim site, including two – 
Brookhaven and Calverton – that were eliminated by the DEIS because of their distance 
from freight users, but are reconsidered in this Study..  
 
Each of the 13 sites is discussed below in terms of the five essential criteria, starting 
with the five sites carried over from the DEIS and then generally running from west to 
east for the eight other sites. Appendix 4 contains aerial photographs and land use 
maps of the 13 sites to consult in conjunction with the narrative report.  
 
In addition to being convenient to many users of a truck/rail transfer facility, sites in 
central and near eastern Suffolk County, between LIE exits 64 and 71 of the LIE, have 
much to commend them. They are large, usually with room for expanded operations, 
on-site warehousing or buffering and tend to be held by a few owners. They are 
commonly  adjacent to the LIRR and for the most part proximate to the LIE. Local roads 
connecting the sites to the LIE are not heavily used and do not interrupt residential 
areas. The sites are more likely to be at a distance from neighbors, thereby lessening 
their adverse environmental effects on residents or public facilities. (Chapter 5 shows 
how many people live within one-half mile of each site.) 
 
It should be noted that other apparently suitable sites near the 60s exits of the LIE were 
identified. However, these sites require rail spurs through private properties and across 
roadways, in one case the LIE, to gain access to the LIRR. Generally, it is much easier 
to improve roadway than rail connections to the sites.  
 
 
Pilgrim State Hospital 
From the viewpoint of the essential screening criteria the advantages of this site are that 
it is sufficiently large, 105 acres; suitable for bulk and container freight; owned by New 
York State; presently vacant and does not have any physical impediments. 
Furthermore, it is served by an unused LIRR rail spur that would have to be rebuilt and 
extended into the site, enabling trains to be rapidly cleared from the main tracks.  The 
site itself is well - shaped for transfer operations. It is 1.8 miles from the east-west exit 
53 of the LIE, which this Study believes would serve two-thirds to three quarters of the 
truck traffic, and accessible to County Roads (CR) 4 (Commack Road) and CR 13 
(Crooked Hill Road) for north-south truck travel. Trucks going to and from the site would 
not disrupt residential areas.  
 



Pilgrim is proximate to major markets for the truck/rail transfer facility. The 300-acre 
Heartland Industrial Park, with its large share of businesses that could be potential 
receivers of goods, is directly adjacent to the site. The 1,400 - acre Hauppauge 
Industrial Park is close by and many industrial, warehouse and wholesale 
establishments are clustered along the Expressway within a few miles of the site.  
 
A disadvantage is that the facility would add truck traffic to an area now coping with two 
new shopping malls, on Crooked Hill Road and Long Island Avenue, and confronting 
the proposed huge Heartland Town Center. Some ramp improvements will be needed 
to the LIE as well as to local access roads (e.g. Crooked Hill Road) leading to the facility 
and to Commack Road for north-south truck traffic.   
 
 MacArthur Airport Expanded 
This site, suitable for both bulk shipments and containers, consists of the northeast 
corner of MacArthur Airport, plus the Town of Islip compost station, totaling almost 100 
acres. It could be further expanded by adding peripheral airport land. The site’s long, 
narrow shape is conducive to efficient transfer operations and to clearing LIRR tracks. It 
consists of 26 parcels owned by two public bodies.  The east –west Exit 59 of the LIE is 
a1.5 mile drive away on through streets along residential areas. The site is convenient 
for freight users; a sizable industrial park lies very close and the Town of Islip has over 
20 million square feet of industrial space  
 
On the “con” side, public ownership may present a problem, as might the operation of a 
transfer   facility on the edge of the airport. The DEIS notes that freight trains would 
need to move to the west to get to the site and that Railroad Avenue would have to be 
crossed by the trains. County planners note that the roads between the LIRR station 
and the LIE are heavily traveled and may become more so when the proposed 
Ronkonkoma Hub project is built. County roads 19 and 93 provide north/south routes for 
trucks. 
 
Prima Asphalt/Pavco 
Weighing in at 47 acres, this triangular site, now used by manufacturers of asphalt and 
concrete,  consists of 24 parcels concentrated among a few private owners. It is well - 
shaped and large enough for bulk and container transfer operations.  It is on a main line 
of the LIRR and has an active rail siding. The site is 1.2 miles from the east – west  
bound Exit 62 of the LIE on a local through road that does not interrupt residential 
areas. County roads 97 and 61 facilitate north/south travel. Roadway access at the site 
and to the LIE will need to be improved.  
 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
This flat 135-acre site has several points in its favor and a big drawback. Disqualified in 
the DEIS because it was not centrally located, it should be reconsidered in light of the 
Study’s findings on the geography of the market for freight transfer in Suffolk County. 
The site is owned by one party, the federal government, is very suitable for bulk and 
container operations and has sufficient land for both the transfer facility and 



warehousing. It is 3.5 miles from the east-west Exit 69 of the LIE and a spur of the LIRR 
is on the site.                                                            
 
The drawback is that the site is part of the high-security Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, where very sensitive nuclear research is conducted. Lesser considerations 
are providing a roadway link between the site and local roads leading to the LIE, which 
probably entails crossing the LIE.  North/south road connections from the site are not 
very direct 
 
Grumman Calverton 
As with Brookhaven, Calverton should be reassessed in view of the Study’s conclusions 
on the market for freight service. Although delineated in the DEIS at 50 acres, the  site 
can easily be expanded and is physically suitable for bulk and container freight transfer .  
It lies 3.3 miles from the west -bound Exit 71 of the LIE and east bound State roads (the 
LIE ends about two miles east of Exit 71) and has a rail siding connecting to the LIRR 
main line. Southern access is available on County Roads 55 and 25. 
 
The owner of the site, theTown of Riverhead, is currently examining options for 
developing the tract, including an intermodal facility. The assumptions or findings of this 
study were not available when this report was written. 
 
Hicksville Asphalt Plant 
The 18-acre Hicksville asphalt plant site, with seven parcels and four private owners, is 
suitable for bulk transfer for customers in heavily developed parts of Nassau and Suffolk 
Counties. With its rectangular shape it is properly configured for transfer operations and 
the long exposure to the adjacent LIRR tracks will allow for the easy clearance of trains. 
The site is 2.5 miles from the east-west Exit 41 of the LIE along main and secondary 
roads that do not interrupt residential areas. North - south access is within one mile on 
County main through roads 106 and 107.  
 
 Hooker Chemical 
This 17- acre site in Hicksville, formerly occupied by a chemical factory, is held by a 
single private owner. It could serve bulk transfer for the same Nassau/Suffolk market as 
the Hicksville Asphalt site. It is properly shaped, a long side of the site is adjacent to the 
LIRR tracks and it has an on-site rail spur. It is about 3.5 miles from the east-west Exit 
43 of the LIE on roads that do not interrupt residential areas. North -south travel is along 
County main (CR 107) and secondary routes. Local access from the site to the road 
going north to the LIE (and to the south) could pose a problem.  
 
Medford Multiplex 
This 92 acre wedge – shaped site, composed of 13 privately - owned parcels, the 
largest of which  was the defunct Medford Multiplex Cinema, is eminently suitable for 
both types of freight transfer  and conducive to rapid clearing of the rail tracks. The 
LIRR runs along the long southern edge of the site, although a grade crossing will be 
needed across Long Island Avenue to connect it to the site. The LIE runs directly along 
the northern edge. The narrow eastern end of the wedge abuts the east - bound Exit 65 



of the LIE while the east – west bound Exit 64 is 2.0 miles away on through roads that 
do not disrupt residential areas. North – south traffic could take nearby County main 
through route CR 112 and other County roads.  
 
USRAIL Expanded 
While the USRAIL site itself is only 20 to 30 acres, there are undeveloped parcels to the 
east and south that could be acquired to create a flat, well – shaped and buildable site 
of 200 or more acres, suitable for bulk and container operations. Although the site is 
composed of 259 legal parcels, around 90% are small lots from a mapped, undeveloped 
subdivision that may be closely held, easing land acquisition.. The site lies directly south 
of the LIE and the LIRR passes right through it.  Sills Road (CR 101), the western edge 
of the site is 1/2 mile from the west - bound Exit 66 of the LIE, while the east -bound Exit 
65 is within two miles. County roads 101/21 and 112 provide north- south service, 
although the latter is around three miles to the west.  
 
The site requires road improvements. If as an alternative to LIE Exits 65 and 66 a 
combination of LIE Exits 66 and 67 is used, the LIE’s frontage roads will need to be 
extended and ramps expanded. Also, the LIE will have to be crossed to link the site with 
the west -bound frontage road.  
 
Suffolk County 
This 150-acre undeveloped and buildable site is appropriate for bulk and container 
transfer operations. It is owned by Suffolk County, which may be an advantage or 
disadvantage for acquisition. The LIRR runs right along the site’s northern boundary. Its 
main physical disadvantage is that it is not directly on a public road. Connections could 
be made to the east through other County land to CR 21 (Yaphank Road), which leads 
to the east-bound Exit 67 of the LIE and/or to the west through private property to CR 
101 (Sills Road) which leads to the west-bound Exit 66 of the LIE in one mile. Similar 
road improvements cited for the USRAIL site will be needed to link the County roads to 
the LIE. 
 
Grucci  
This largely undeveloped 90-acre site (divided into a dozen or so parcels), once used by 
the Grucci family to manufacture fireworks, is suitable for bulk and container transfer.  A 
short street links the site with CR16 (Horse Block Road), which connects to CR 101 
(Sills Road) and to the west -bound Exit 66 of the LIE in 2.5 miles. Horse Block Road 
also leads to east -bound LIE Exit 65 in 2 to 3 miles. For north-south truck travel CR 16 
intersects with CR 101/21 to the east. The main drawback is that a rail spur would have 
to be built through undeveloped County and/or private land from the LIRR tracks, which 
run one-half to one mile north of the site.  
 
Bellport Avenue 
An undeveloped and appropriate site of almost 110 acres that can be used for both 
types of freight transfer. About three-quarters of the site is east of Bellport Avenue and 
one-quarter west. The 11 parcels are in private hands. The LIRR runs right along the 
site’s long northern border, facilitating freight transfer and clearing the tracks. It has 



direct access to two County roads; CR101, connecting to west -bound Exit 66 of the LIE 
in 1.5 miles, and CR 16 which links to the east -bound Exit 65  in 1.5 miles. Extending 
the LIE’s frontage roads between the exits should be considered. 
 
AVR 
This 660-acre site, owned by an industrial developer who is interested in building an 
truck/rail transfer facility, is large enough for both bulk and container operations, and 
much more. The LIRR cuts across the northwestern corner of the site and the LIE runs 
right along the northern boundary, where it crosses the LIRR. To provide direct access 
to the large site the developer proposes extending an existing street to a new west -
bound LIE Exit 68A. The southwest corner of the site is about two miles from the east-
west Exit 68 of the LIE, on a secondary through route along a residential area. North-
south truck movements can be handled on County Road 25, which is less than two 
miles east of the site.  
 
The fact that the site is separated from the LIRR by a local street poses a problem, 
which can probably be remedied by street relocation and new connections. A spur will 
also be needed to link the LIRR to the site. 
 
 
The 13 sites offer a wide variety of conditions.  Four are publicly owned and nine are in 
private hands. The two small ones in Nassau County are suitable for bulk freight; the 11 
in Nassau County, ranging from 47 to 660 acres, are appropriate for bulk and container 
operations. All are located directly on the LIRR or close enough to be served by spur 
lines. They all are less than 3.5 miles from the LIE for east -west travel (the DEIS uses a 
maximum of four miles), along routes that do not disrupt residential neighborhoods, and 
are reasonably convenient to north-south County roads.  Some will require improved rail 
access, usually spur lines, and all will probably need improved road access. 
 
Given the wide range of present conditions and opportunities for truck/rail transfer 
facilities, all 13 sites are considered appropriate for such a facility at this point and were 
included in the second level of analysis. 
 
 
Evaluation of Sites by Elements of Analysis 
 
The second level of evaluation relies on the four analytical elements defined below. 
Application of the elements to the 13 sites is summarized Table 4-2. 
 
Current Use of the Site: Extent to which the present use of the site may affect truck/rail 
transfer operations and any unavoidable displacement of current uses. 
 
Immediate Surroundings of the Site. The land uses immediately surrounding the site 
that may be most affected by the operation of the truck/rail transfer facility. (The maps in 
Appendix 4 show the land uses for about a half-mile around each site.) 
 



Potential for Expanding Truck/Rail Operations and Supportive Warehousing: The extent 
to which the facility can be expanded on the site. In addition, since warehousing is a 
vital adjunct of freight transfer operations, the availability of existing warehousing or 
opportunities to develop it on –site or at other locations is an important factor. 
 
Regulatory Requirements: The degree to which non-local government regulations may 
affect development of the freight transfer facility. Chief among these are development 
restrictions in the Pine Barrens, Special Groundwater Protection Areas (SGPA) and 
restrictions on development at airports and federal installations.  
 
 
Pilgrim State Hospital 
The site is large enough for expanded transfer operations and on-site warehousing. As 
noted, it is adjacent to the warehouses in the Heartland Business Center, which could 
be directly connected to the facility by rail sidings, and near the extensive Hauppauge 
Industrial Park. Immediate surroundings are the Edgewood – Oak Brush Plains State 
Preserve on the west, Pilgrim Psychiatric Center on the north, institutional uses and 
residences to the east and the Heartland Business Center to the south. About 800 
residents live at the Psychiatric Center, some as close as 350 feet to the proposed 
transfer facility. Many of them are especially sensitive to the noise, light, fumes and 
other conditions that would be produced at the facility. 
 
The Heartland Town Center will be directly north of the Psychiatric Center on both sides 
of the Sagtikos Parkway. With its 9,000 apartments and several million square feet of 
commercial space it will add to already heavy local traffic flows. Although Heartland’s 
buildings will be even closer to the Psychiatric Center than the transfer facility (as close 
as 175 feet) and it will also border the Preserve, the Heartland DEIS for it does not raise 
any serious issues regarding the facility. 
 
Pilgrim has potential legislative and regulatory drawbacks, exemplified by the issues 
raised by local community organizations, notably the Friends of the Edgewood – Oak 
Brush Plains State Preserve. The Preserve is directly west of the site. The Friends 
question the legality of using Pilgrim for the transfer facility, stating that the 1987 
legislation establishing the Preserve provided that land not required by the Hospital 
become part of the Preserve if native foliage can be regenerated on it. The Friends also 
contend that the traffic, lighting and noise from the facility will harm the natural life of the 
Preserve and that it will compromise air quality in a wide area around the site. (The 
Friends do seem to have raised these issues in regard to Heartland Town Center, which 
will also border the Preserve.) 
 
Another potential regulatory issue is that the site lies in the Oak Brush Plains Special 
Groundwater Protection Area (SGPA). However, SPGA designation is advisory rather 
than prescriptive.   
 



MacArthur Airport Expanded 
The expanded site allows for some expansion of the facility and perhaps warehousing. 
The impact on immediate surroundings should be minimal. The site is separated from 
the residential zone to the north by Railroad Avenue and the LIRR tracks and bordered 
in other directions by airport land and parking for the nearby LIRR station. The existing 
composting operation will need to be removed.  
 
Prima Asphalt/PAVCO 
The asphalt and concrete plants on the site will have to be removed and the site 
restored for freight transfer operations. The site is bordered on the north by a gas 
storage installation and a public utility and on the south and west by newer residential 
subdivisions. Although the plants have elicited complaints from neighbors along 
Furrows Road, they might find a freight transfer operation less intrusive.  
 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
The site is currently vacant and is large enough for expanded truck/rail transfer and on-
site warehousing. Some new industrial space has already been developed in the area 
and industry/warehousing is planned for the nearby southwest quadrant of LIE Exit 68 
and the former Parr Meadows Track. Surrounded by the Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, it is some distance from its nearest neighbors. A major regulatory issue is 
that as part of the high-security Laboratory, the federal Department of Energy would 
have to agree to permit the site to be used for freight transfer. 
  
Grumman Calverton 
As part of the vast Calverton tract, the site can be expanded for freight transfer activities 
as well as warehousing. The Town of Riverhead is interested in industrial development 
on the tract, which could enhance transfer activities. The site is very well insulated from 
sensitive uses by the Calverton tract itself and nearby recreational and natural areas. 
 
HicksvilleAsphalt Plant 
The site is part of a linear industrial/commercial district, which serves as a partial buffer 
from neighbors and a possible source of customers for the facility. There are no 
opportunities for expanding operations on site or for building new warehouses nearby. A 
dense single-family residential district is south of the industrial zone.. A bulk transfer 
facility may be less intrusive to these residents than an asphalt plant.  
 
Hooker Chemical 
The site is surrounded by industrial and commercial uses that could serve as a local 
market for the bulk transfer of goods. One corner abuts a single-family residential 
district.  As a national brownfield site it will have to meet specified cleanup standards for 
reuse.  
 
Medford Multiplex. 
The site is large enough for expanded freight transfer activities and warehousing. There 
are also opportunities for new industry/warehouses in nearby locations, and indeed 
some is already planned. The Boomers commercial recreation area and a building 



supply business will need to be relocated. Immediate surroundings are industry to the 
north, across the LIE; a mix of undeveloped land, commerce and residences to the 
south and housing to the west. 
 
USRAIL Expanded 
The site is large enough for expanded freight transfer activities plus on-site industry and 
warehousing. The immediate surroundings are the Suffolk County farm, undeveloped 
land and some industry. Since the USRAIL site has been illegally mined for sand, it 
would need to be restored. 
 
Suffolk County 
This site is large enough for expanded transfer activities as well as on-site warehousing, 
which could also be developed on adjacent vacant land. It is bordered by the County 
farm on the north, scattered County facilities to the east, undeveloped private lands to 
the south and west and at a very comfortable distance from residences. 
  
Grucci 
The site could accommodate additional transfer operations and some warehousing, 
which could also expand into adjacent undeveloped land. As befits its former use for 
manufacturing fireworks, the site is surrounded (or more accurately isolated)  by 
undeveloped County and private land. As the northern portion seems to be used for 
sand and gravel mining, it would have to be restored for freight transfer and 
warehousing. 
 
Bellport Avenue 
The eastern portion of the site is sufficient for the transfer facility and accessory 
warehousing could be built on the western part. Riegel Warehouses, which provides 
warehouse and assembly services on Long Island, is seeking to build a 25-acre 
intermodal facility on the eastern portion, at the southeast corner of Bellport and Long 
Island Avenues. Such a facility could be the nucleus of a larger transfer installation. 
According to Riegel, the site is in the Brookhaven Empire Zone, which may offer 
advantages to developing an intermodal facility and industrial space.  The site is 
bordered by recreation and some industry, commerce and residences 
 
AVR  
Although dense single-family residential zones lie south and west of the site, it is large 
enough so that transfer operations can be adequately buffered from them. The site is in 
the Pine Barrens Compatible Growth Area as well as the Central Suffolk SPGA. Pine 
Barrens regulations limit coverage, including buildings and paving, to 53% of the site. In 
addition, localities usually impose their own coverage restrictions. For example, on the 
nearby 100- acre Clare - Rose industrial site that AVR is developing the Town of 
Brookhaven limited building coverage to about 16% of the site. AVR is also proposing 
industrial space on the nearby 170-acre former Parr Meadows Track. Together with 
Clare - Rose, this will create a local industrial presence of over 1.5 million square feet of 
space, perhaps the beginning of a substantial industrial district.  
 



Applying the 16% figure to the AVR site would allow over 4.5 million square feet of 
space, creating an opportunity for a major industrial concentration around a transfer 
facility that could yield substantial economic benefits to a wide area.   
 
The second level analysis of the 13 sites shows that nine are undeveloped and four will 
require relocation of current activities. Except for the two small sites in Nassau County, 
the sites can accommodate expanded transfer operations and some warehousing. In 
several cases warehouses are being or can be developed near the site. The immediate 
surroundings are such that the effects of the freight transfer operations will not be 
severe or can be buffered or mitigated. Five of the sites will be subject to some level of 
regulatory control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 5.1: Long Island Railroad Key Characteristics 
 

• Right –of-way -50’ to 66’ 
•  Double tracks west of Farmingdale 
• 12 miles of single track and 4 miles of double track between Farmingdale and 

Ronkonkoma, the eastern limit of electrification 
• Vertical Clearance of 17’ (Plate F); 17’ 1” clearance on New York connecting 

railroad through East New York Tunnel 
• Horizontal clearance- 10’5” 
• Maximum allowable weight- 263 pounds 
• Potential third rail conflicts preclude operation of “well” cars 
• Maximum allowable speed of freight trains – 45 mph 
• There are 35 weekday passenger trains each way 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
APPENDIX 6.0: Rail and Freight  

 

 
 
 

Appendix 6.1:  National/Regional Rail Freight Flows 



 
Source:  Environmental Policy Services, LLC;  percentages calculated from US 

Department of Commerce, Commodity Flow Survey, 2002 



 
Source:  Environmental Policy Services, LLC;  percentages calculated from US 

Department of Commerce, Commodity Flow Survey, 2002 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Rail Freight Flow to Downstate New York 
 

http://www.camsys.com/pubs/AAR_Nat_%20Rail_Cap_Study.pdf, accessed 5-29-
09 



 
 

The Wall 
 







 
http://www.intermodal.org/skedz/index.php 

 
 



 
http://www.intermodal.org/skedz/index.php 

 



 
http://www.intermodal.org/skedz/index.php 



 
 

http://www.intermodal.org/skedz/index.php 
 



 
 

http://www.railbridge.com/Schedule/Service-Schedule-Menu.asp 
 





 

Infrastructure upgrades;  result:  
increased vertical clearance, 
increased weight‐bearing, 
increased capacity











 

A basic premise‐‐
rail on LI will generally function as it does on the rest of the North 
American continent:

• The commodities that “want” to ride on rail elsewhere will “want” to ride on rail 
here
• The equipment (rail and yard) used for these commodities will generally be used 
here
• The service/operational patterns will be generally similar
• The yards will be generally similar
• The relationship to the logistical context in which rail freight is embedded (e.g., 
warehousing, industrial parks, ...) will be generally similar.

(That said, there may be special circumstances East of Hudson that require 
rail equipment, facilities, or services to function in ways that are different 
from practices on the rest of the continent‐‐though they may be used 
elsewhere in the world, e.g., Europe and Australia).



 

National Railed Commodities

In the US, every class of commodities is carried by rail somewhere in the country.  
(The commodities least likely to be rail‐hauled are live animals, tobacco, marble, and pharmaceuticals).

But some commodities “want” to ride the rails more than do others.  This relative 
desire is based on a variety of factors, including value and need for speed.  But the 
most important factors are weight, volume, and distance.

The primary railed commodities, therefore, are from extraction processes:  
products of mines, fields, and forests, either in their raw form or after primary 
processing.  In descending order, these commodities are coal, grain, bulk 
chemicals, wood products, prepared food, pulp and paper.

Coal represents more than half of all the ton miles carried in the US and more than 
half the tons.  In the West, where it travels the farthest (967 miles on average, on 
its way to Midwestern utilities), it makes up over 80% of all the ton‐miles travelled.  
It is also the largest commodity in the South and Northeast (representing 39 and 
61% of ton‐miles, respectively), even though it only travels on average 305 miles in 
the South and 369 miles in the Northeast.  Its ability to travel shorter distances 
than are commonly thought economic for rail (500 miles) is enhanced because it 
generally travels in unit trains.







 
Source:  Rich Barone, RPA, Task 2.1, I-278 Smart Corridor Study, for the NYS 

DOT (using NYMTC data), internal working draft, 2-4-09. 
 



 
PA data used in Barone, op. cit. 

 



 

Current and Projected Tonnages of Railable Commodities into 
Nassau/Suffolk, Compared to National and Northeastern Levels, to Estimate 
Carload Demand











 
http://www.railroad.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=115&t=58146#p620864, accessed 

3-29-09 
 



 
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/materials_minerals_pdf/cddprocess.pdf, 3-29-09 [p. 1 

of 74] 
 



 
http://www.nyfederation.org/pdf2006/52_m1Breakingthebarrier.pdf#search=%22p

e%22, accessed 3-29-09 
 







 
http://www.longislandindex.org/fileadmin/pdf/2009_Index_Files/LIINDEX_2009.pdf 

 



 
Source: SimplyMap (D&B Business Counts, 2008) 

 
 

Manufacturing Establishments 
NAIC Name Suffolk Nassau 

3111 Animal food mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3111] 2 1
3112 Grain & oilseed milling (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3112] 0 1

3113 
Sugar & confectionery product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3113] 11 7

3114 
Fruit & vegetable preserving & specialty food mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3114] 3 9

3115 Dairy product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3115] 4 4

3116 
Animal slaughtering & processing (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3116] 9 10

3117 
Seafood product preparation & packaging (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3117] 1 1

3118 Bakeries & tortilla mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3118] 90 105
3119 Other food mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3119] 8 9
3121 Beverage mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3121] 24 6
3122 Tobacco mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3122] 1 1
3131 Fiber, yarn, & thread mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3131] 0 0
3132 Fabric mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3132] 3 11



3133 
Textile & fabric finishing & fabric coating mills (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3133] 3 8

3141 Textile furnishings mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3141] 10 10
3149 Other textile product mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3149] 28 21
3151 Apparel knitting mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3151] 1 3
3152 Cut & sew apparel mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3152] 28 49

3159 
Apparel accessories & other apparel mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3159] 4 12

3161 
Leather & hide tanning & finishing (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3161] 2 1

3162 Footwear mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3162] 1 0

3169 
Other leather & allied product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3169] 4 2

3211 
Sawmills & wood preservation (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3211] 2 3

3212 
Veneer, plywood, & engineered wood product mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3212] 1 1

3219 Other wood product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3219] 55 27

3221 
Pulp, paper, & paperboard mills (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3221] 2 0

3222 Converted paper product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3222] 33 19

3231 
Printing & related support activities (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3231] 272 236

3241 
Petroleum & coal products mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3241] 14 3

3251 Basic chemical mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3251] 7 5

3252 
Resin, syn rubber, & artificial syn fibers & filaments mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3252] 5 1

3253 
Pesticide, fertilizer, & other agricultural chemical mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3253] 1 2

3254 
Pharmaceutical & medicine mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3254] 41 19

3255 Paint, coating, & adhesive mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3255] 9 6

3256 
Soap, cleaning compound, & toilet preparation mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3256] 18 12

3259 
Other chemical product & preparation mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3259] 11 9

3261 Plastics product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3261] 53 44
3262 Rubber product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3262] 9 7
3271 Clay product & refractory mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3271] 5 0
3272 Glass & glass product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3272] 13 7

3273 
Cement & concrete product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3273] 41 18

3274 Lime & gypsum product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3274] 2 1

3279 
Other nonmetallic mineral product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3279] 20 11

3311 
Iron & steel mills & ferroalloy mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3311] 0 1

3312 Steel product mfg from purchased steel (# Businesses), 2008 2 0



[NAICS 3312] 

3313 
Alumina & aluminum production & processing (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3313] 1 3

3314 
Nonferrous metal (except aluminum) production & processing (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3314] 6 8

3315 Foundries (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3315] 6 9
3321 Forging & stamping (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3321] 15 12
3322 Cutlery & handtool mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3322] 10 3

3323 
Architectural & structural metals mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3323] 100 38

3324 
Boiler, tank, & shipping container mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3324] 7 3

3325 Hardware mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3325] 8 3
3326 Spring & wire product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3326] 4 9

3327 
Machine shops, turned product, & screw, nut, & bolt mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3327] 194 72

3328 
Coating, engraving, heat treating, & allied activities (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3328] 31 23

3329 
Other fabricated metal product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3329] 31 21

3331 
Agriculture, construction, & mining machinery mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3331] 2 4

3332 Industrial machinery mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3332] 25 16

3333 
Commercial & service industry machinery mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3333] 17 12

3334 
Ventilation, heating, AC, & commercial refrigeration equip mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3334] 8 11

3335 Metalworking machinery mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3335] 45 17

3336 
Engine, turbine, & power transmission equipment mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3336] 4 7

3339 
Other general purpose machinery mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3339] 35 20

3341 
Computer & peripheral equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3341] 18 11

3342 
Communications equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3342] 28 16

3343 Audio & video equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3343] 4 1

3344 
Semiconductor & other electronic component mfg (# Businesses), 
2008 [NAICS 3344] 63 28

3345 
Navigational, measuring, medical, & control instruments mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3345] 54 28

3346 
Mfg & reproducing magnetic & optical media (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3346] 4 7

3351 
Electric lighting equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3351] 16 14

3352 Household appliance mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3352] 1 1
3353 Electrical equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3353] 24 7

3359 
Other electrical equipment & component mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3359] 19 10



3361 Motor vehicle mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3361] 2 2

3362 
Motor vehicle body & trailer mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3362] 6 1

3363 Motor vehicle parts mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3363] 26 13

3364 
Aerospace product & parts mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3364] 28 10

3365 Railroad rolling stock mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3365] 2 0
3366 Ship & boat building (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3366] 14 6

3369 
Other transportation equipment mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3369] 2 0

3371 
Household & institutional furniture & kitchen cabinet mfg (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3371] 139 102

3372 
Office furniture (including fixtures) mfg (# Businesses), 2008 
[NAICS 3372] 45 22

3379 
Other furniture related product mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3379] 3 7

3391 
Medical equipment & supplies mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 
3391] 92 108

3399 Other miscellaneous mfg (# Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 3399] 129 121

5111 
Newspaper, periodical, book, & directory publishers (# 
Businesses), 2008 [NAICS 5111] 125 115
TOTAL 2246 1624

 
 

Source: SimplyMap (D&B Business Counts, 2008) 
 
 
 
 
 

Employees 
3111 Animal food mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3111] 354
3112 Grain & oilseed milling (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3112] 0
3113 Sugar & confectionery product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3113] 471
3114 Fruit & vegetable preserving & specialty food mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3114] 73
3115 Dairy product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3115] 184
3116 Animal slaughtering & processing (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3116] 190
3117 Seafood product preparation & packaging (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3117] 2
3118 Bakeries & tortilla mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3118] 4,233
3119 Other food mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3119] 186
3121 Beverage mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3121] 367
3122 Tobacco mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3122] 30
3131 Fiber, yarn, & thread mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3131] 0
3132 Fabric mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3132] 73
3133 Textile & fabric finishing & fabric coating mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3133] 22



3141 Textile furnishings mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3141] 47
3149 Other textile product mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3149] 338
3151 Apparel knitting mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3151] 2
3152 Cut & sew apparel mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3152] 626
3159 Apparel accessories & other apparel mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3159] 8
3161 Leather & hide tanning & finishing (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3161] 9
3162 Footwear mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3162] 2
3169 Other leather & allied product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3169] 58
3211 Sawmills & wood preservation (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3211] 9
3212 Veneer, plywood, & engineered wood product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3212] 2
3219 Other wood product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3219] 782
3221 Pulp, paper, & paperboard mills (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3221] 76
3222 Converted paper product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3222] 1,674
3231 Printing & related support activities (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3231] 4,357
3241 Petroleum & coal products mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3241] 159
3251 Basic chemical mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3251] 237
3252 Resin, syn rubber, & artificial syn fibers & filaments mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3252] 116
3253 Pesticide, fertilizer, & other agricultural chemical mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3253] 2
3254 Pharmaceutical & medicine mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3254] 6,089
3255 Paint, coating, & adhesive mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3255] 203
3256 Soap, cleaning compound, & toilet preparation mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3256] 2,745
3259 Other chemical product & preparation mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3259] 183
3261 Plastics product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3261] 1,696
3262 Rubber product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3262] 168
3271 Clay product & refractory mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3271] 15
3272 Glass & glass product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3272] 301
3273 Cement & concrete product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3273] 609
3274 Lime & gypsum product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3274] 14
3279 Other nonmetallic mineral product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3279] 291
3311 Iron & steel mills & ferroalloy mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3311] 0
3312 Steel product mfg from purchased steel (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3312] 4
3313 Alumina & aluminum production & processing (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3313] 2
3314 Nonferrous metal (except aluminum) production & processing (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3314] 12
3315 Foundries (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3315] 62
3321 Forging & stamping (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3321] 331
3322 Cutlery & handtool mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3322] 327
3323 Architectural & structural metals mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3323] 2,539
3324 Boiler, tank, & shipping container mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3324] 46
3325 Hardware mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3325] 230
3326 Spring & wire product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3326] 91
3327 Machine shops, turned product, & screw, nut, & bolt mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3327] 2,449



3328 Coating, engraving, heat treating, & allied activities (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3328] 513
3329 Other fabricated metal product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3329] 960
3331 Agriculture, construction, & mining machinery mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3331] 9
3332 Industrial machinery mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3332] 617
3333 Commercial & service industry machinery mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3333] 658
3334 Ventilation, heating, AC, & commercial refrigeration equip mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3334] 218
3335 Metalworking machinery mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3335] 484
3336 Engine, turbine, & power transmission equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3336] 35
3339 Other general purpose machinery mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3339] 627
3341 Computer & peripheral equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3341] 205
3342 Communications equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3342] 2,434
3343 Audio & video equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3343] 24
3344 Semiconductor & other electronic component mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3344] 3,036
3345 Navigational, measuring, medical, & control instruments mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3345] 2,400
3346 Mfg & reproducing magnetic & optical media (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3346] 19
3351 Electric lighting equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3351] 320
3352 Household appliance mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3352] 150
3353 Electrical equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3353] 853
3359 Other electrical equipment & component mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3359] 542
3361 Motor vehicle mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3361] 32
3362 Motor vehicle body & trailer mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3362] 122
3363 Motor vehicle parts mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3363] 901
3364 Aerospace product & parts mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3364] 1,399
3365 Railroad rolling stock mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3365] 32
3366 Ship & boat building (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3366] 109
3369 Other transportation equipment mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3369] 4
3371 Household & institutional furniture & kitchen cabinet mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3371] 966
3372 Office furniture (including fixtures) mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3372] 1,405
3379 Other furniture related product mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3379] 154
3391 Medical equipment & supplies mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3391] 1,756
3399 Other miscellaneous mfg (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 3399] 3,409
5111 Newspaper, periodical, book, & directory publishers (# Employees), 2008 [NAICS 5111] 4,437

TOTAL 61926 3
 
 

Source: SimplyMap (D&B Business Counts, 2008) 
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http://www.csx.com/share/customers/bm_maps/docs/Brickyards-REF21717.pdf 

 



 
http://www.csx.com/share/customers/bm_maps/docs 

 



 
http://www.csx.com/share/customers/bm_maps/docs/PanelMillsMap-

REF21716.pdf 
 



 
http://www.csx.com/share/customers/bm_maps/docs/WallboardPlants-

REF21718.pdf 
 



 
http://www.csx.com/share/customers/bm_maps/docs/RoofingMaterialsPlants-

REF21719.pdf 
 



 
http://www.nscorp.com/nscportal/nscorp/Customers/Automotive/Facilities/pdf/ns

_auto_distr.pdf, 2-14-09 
 



 
http://www.nscorp.com/nscportal/nscorp/Customers, 2-14-09 

 



The 27 Aggregate Quarries Nearest Long Island

 
https://www.csx.com/?fuseaction=customers.min_agg_directory, 2-23-09 

 





 
http://www.railexusa.com/, 2-15-09 

 



 
http://www.railexusa.com/Railex_wine_servicemaps.pdf, 2-15-09 

 





 
http://www.logisticsservicelocator.com/results.aspx 

 



 
https://www.csx.com/?fuseaction=customers.food_gis, 2-23-09 

 



 
https://www.csx.com/?fuseaction=customers.bm_egis, 2-23-09 

 



 
https://www.csx.com/?fuseaction=customers.bm_egis, 2-23-09 

 



 
https://www.transflo.net/?fuseaction=terminal.find&ft=1, 2-23-09 

 



 
http://www.intermodal.org/skedz/index.php 

 









 



Appendix [11]:  Locations of 
Sources of Rail‐Freight Demand

 
 
 



 
Source:  Environmental Policy Services, LLC, based on D&B Business Data, 2008 

 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Manufacturing (NAIC 31), by Zipcode 
 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 

 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 



 
Source:  SimplyMap (D&B Business Data, 2008) 
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Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



Grocery Wholesalers

 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 



 
Source:  Prepared for the Port Authority by DMJM Harris, nd (Draft) 





 
http://www.centerpoint-prop.com/showAttachment.aspx?id=178, accessed 1-30-

09 
 



 
http://www.centerpoint-prop.com/showAttachment.aspx?id=187, 1-30-09 

 
 



 
http://www.drcog.org/documents/Union%20Pacific%20Presentation.PDF 

 



 
http://kcresearch.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/coll&CISOPTR=2913, 3-

10-09 
 
 



 
http://www.nascocorridor.com/naipn/pages/alliancetexas_images/Infrastructure/3
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APPENDIX 7.0: Traffic Volume Tables  

 
 

 
Table 1, Long Island Expressway Volumes, 2004* 

Location Daily Volume 
Nassau County Line- Route 
110 

180,000 

Route 110-Bagatelle Road 181,400 
Deer Park – Commack Road 157,600 
Commack Road – Sagtikos 
State Pkwy. 

122,800 

Horseblock Road-Sills Road   76,900 
Sills Road – Yaphank Avenue   64,000 
Yaphank Avenue-William 
Floyd Pkwy. 

  71,300 

East of William Floyd Pkwy.   61,900 
*Source:  A Review of Selected Growth and Development Areas, Suffolk County, New York, Suffolk                  
County Department of Planning, August, 2006 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2, Daily Traffic Volumes on North -South Roads of Long Island 
Expressway* 
 Volume 
Location North of LIE Across LIE South of LIE Year
Route 110 44,000 ** 53,600 2002
Pinelawn Road (CR3) 19,900 25,300 31,700 2004
Commack Rd. (CR4) 26,300 29,500 29,000 2004,06
Sagtikos State Pkwy. 78,400 ** 83,300 2003
Crooked Hill Road 8,300 12,900 15,600 2005
Sills Road (CR101) 14,400 21,000 17,200 2004
Yaphank Rd. (CR21) 5,900 9,400 10,200 2004 (05)
Horseblock Rd. 
(CR116) ** ** 18,000 2004
Nicolls Rd. (CR97) 51,600  
William Floyd Pkwy 
(CR46) 29,500 34,000 ** 2004
*Source: **Not available 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Table 3- More Traffic Numbers, 2006 
Location Daily Volume 
LIE   
At Route 110 194,300 
At Pinelawn 180,600 
At Nicolls 155,600 
SAGTIKOS STATE PKWY  
South of LIE 91,100 
North of LIE 74,200 
WILLIAM FLOYD PARKWAY  
North of LIE 61,900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

APPENDIX 8.0: Glossary 
 
 
 

TOFC (Trailer-on-Flatcar):  Transport of containers mounted on highway chassis on railway 
flatcars. 

  

COFC (Container on Flatcar):  Transport of containers resting directly on railway flatcars 
without a chassis underneath.  “COFC,” as opposed to “double-stack,” implies a single layer of 
containers on a spinecar (an articulated five-platform railcar used where clearance restrictions 
prohibit the use of the well/stack cars used for two layers of containers). 

  

High-cube box car:  Any box car over Plate C (15’6” in height). 

  

“Unit train:  An entire, uninterrupted locomotive and car movement between an origin and 
destination;  rail movement of large tonnages of single bulk products or containers/trailers 
between two points.”  (Gerhardt Muller, Intermodal Freight Transportation, Washington, DC:  
Eno Transportation Foundation, 4th Edition, 1999, p. 478.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 9.0                      
Table 5-1 

Racial Characteristics of Residents Near Potential Sites                                                                        
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 White Non-Hispanic Hispanic Black Asian Other Total 
Site No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Hooker Chemical  20300 84.20% 2027 8.41% 40 0.17% 1491 6.18% 251 1.04% 24109 100%
Hicksville Asphalt 10601 64.87% 2743 16.79% 1260 7.71% 1448 8.86% 289 1.77% 16341 100%

Prima Asphalt/         
PAVCO 18630 88.63% 1304 6.20% 268 1.27% 582 2.77% 236 1.12% 21020 100%

Grumman Calverton 6484 86.41% 423 5.64% 410 5.46% 108 1.44% 79 1.05% 7504 100%
Grucci 3093 66.59% 782 16.84% 574 12.36% 142 3.06% 54 1.16% 4645 100%
Medford Multiplex 18144 82.53% 2373 10.79% 812 3.69% 301 1.37% 355 1.61% 21985 100%
MacArthur Airport 17591 88.92% 1366 6.94% 185 0.94% 425 2.16% 104 0.53% 19671 100%
Pilgrim State Hospital 12782 62.64% 4898 24% 1463 7.17% 850 4.17% 414 2.03% 20407 100%
Bellport Avenue 15818 76.56% 2630 12.73% 1448 7.01% 385 1.86% 379 1.83% 20660 100%
Brookhaven Nat'l 
Laboratory 11408 88.19% 741 5.73% 427 3.30% 126 0.97% 234 1.81% 12936 100%
Suffolk County 4311 68.49% 892 14.17% 826 13.12% 161 2.56% 104 1.65% 6294 100%
USRAIL Expanded 4311 68.49% 892 14.17% 826 13.12% 161 2.56% 104 1.65% 6294 100%
AVR 20729 85.24% 2072 8.52% 774 3.18% 248 1.02% 496 2.04% 24319 100%
Source: 2000 US Census for residents of full or partial census tracts within a half-mile of the boundaries of each site.       
Note:  Sites listed in size order, bulk facilities first, followed by bulk/container facilities 



Table 5-2 
Number of Households and Number of Persons Living in Poverty Near Potential Sites                                      

for Long Island Intermodal Study 
 
 

 Households Persons Living in Poverty 
Site No. % No. % 

Hooker Chemical  8244 100% 1061 4.40% 
Hicksville Asphalt 5216 100% 815 4.99% 

Prima Asphalt/         
PAVCO 6790 100% 768 3.65% 

Grumman Calverton 3315 100% 487 6.49% 
Grucci 1077 100% 127 2.73% 
Medford Multiplex 6791 100% 729 3.32% 
MacArthur Airport 6039 100% 1076 5.47% 
Pilgrim State 
Hospital 5663 100% 1460 7.15% 
Bellport Avenue 5801 100% 585 2.83% 
Brookhaven Nat'l 
Laboratory 4585 100% 514 3.97% 
Suffolk County 1629 100% 153 2.43% 
USRAIL Expanded 1629 100% 153 2.43% 
AVR 7814 100% 1227 5.05% 
Source: 2000 US Census for residents of full or partial census tracts within a 
half-mile of the boundaries of each site. 


